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Text:
Hello
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I am Selma. Last summer, I had a wonderful trip with my family around Europe. First, we
flew from Algiers to Paris to see the Eiffel Tower which is a famous monument in France. It is
324 meters high. It was designed by the architect Gustave Eiffel in 1889. It is visited by many tourists
every year. Then, we wanted to see Big Ben. Therefore, we took a cruise ship and sailed to London. Big
Ben is one of London’s most famous landmarks . It is situated in the Elizabeth Tower in the north end of
The Houses of Parliament in Westminster, Central London, next to the river Thames.
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Big Ben is actually the name of the huge bell, which weighs more than 13 tons , but most
people use it to refer to the clock and the tower as well. It is the world’s largest clock with
four faces. Each face is 7 meters in diameter. The bell is just over 213 meters tall . Next, we
visited the house of Shakespeare who is an outstanding figure in the English literature. He was a writer, a
poet and a playwright. He wrote many famous plays as:ʺ Romeo and Juliet”. After that, we
took a train to Rome where we admired the Roman architecture. We visited the Pisa Tower
which is a wonderful and well known landmark in Italy. It is 60 meters high. So, it is not as
tall as the Eiffel Tower. Finally, we returned to Algiers .
Adapted from the net.
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Part one: A/ Reading Comprehension 7pts
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Activity one: Read the text and complete the following itinerary and the visited landmark 3 pts

cy

Departure
City 1
City 2
City 3
Return

Algiers
......................................
……………………………..
………………………………
............................

Landmark
........................................
..........................................
Pisa Tower
/
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Activity two: Read again the text and answer the following questions .2pts
1- Did Selma travel with her friends ?.............................................
2- How was her trip ?........................................................

Activity three 2pts : Lexis a /Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to:
fantastic=……………………

well known =………............….

b-Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to:
last =/= ................................

small ≠…………………
www.ency-education.com/4am

B/ Mastery of Language .7pts
Activity one: Spot the mistakes and then correct them: 2pts
Taj Mahal which was situated at India , is a ancient landmarks .
......................................................................................................................
Activity two: Give the correct form of the verbs between brackets 3pts
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Last holiday, I (to go)…………on a trip to Batna .It (to be)……..famous for its splendid views and
landmarks. I (to visit)………………… the ancient city of Timgad one of the most important Roman
ruins. I took many photos there.

/ai / nice

............................../ ............................
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............................/ ...........................
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/ ei / day
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Activity three : Classify the words in the right column according to their diphthong sound: (02 pts)
.
famous , time , date , site .

Part two: Situation of Integration (6pts):
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Maqam Echahid is an important concrete monument which commemorates the Algerian War for
Independence.
Use the fact file bellow to write a short paragraph about it
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Monument : Martyr’s Memorial
Location: Algiers, Algeria
Designer : Bachir Yellès
Date of construction : 1982
Height: 92 meters
Other facts : - It commemorates the sacrifice of million martyrs who fell for the independence of the
country.
..........................................................................................................................................................................
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..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................................

Best of Luck
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